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The centromere is a necessary constitution on all eukaryotic chromosomes that enables the
equipartition of chromosomes in the course of mitotic and meiotic mobile divisions. on the
grounds that its cytogenetic attractiveness as a built a part of a chromosome many many years
ago, nice increase has been made on our knowing of this exciting structure, in particular on the
molecular level. this article brings jointly all to be had info at the centromere. It covers: the DNA
and protein elements of this structure, and their person functions, in species as diversified as
budding and fission yeasts, nematodes, Drosophila, mice, and humans; newly chanced on roles
of the centromere in marshalling passenger proteins; vital rising strategies similar to most recent
centromeres and epigenetic factors; cytogenetic difficulties linked to centromere abnormalities;
and useful program of centromere studies, reminiscent of within the development of human
synthetic chromosomes for gene therapy.
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